List of Awards

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European TV Documentary of the Year 2019**

**The Raft**  
Sveriges Television - SVT, Sweden  
Author and Director: Marcus Lindeen, Producer: Erik Gandini

2nd  
**Maelstrom**  
Omroep Human, The Netherlands

3rd  
**The Trial of Ratko Mladic**  
WDR, Germany / International Co-production

**PRIX EUROPA IRIS  Best European TV Programme of the Year 2019 about Cultural Diversity**

**But When Mommy Is Coming?**  
Radiotelevisione svizzera - RSI / SRG SSR, Switzerland  
Author and Director: Stefano Ferrari, Producer: Michael Beltrami

2nd  
**Back to Rwanda**  
De Chinezen, Belgium

3rd  
**The Sit-in**  
Cinelandia, Sweden

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Music Programme of the Year 2019**

**The Man Who Sings From the Heart**  
Polskie Radio S.A., Poland  
Author and Director: Agnieszka Czyzewska Jacquemet

2nd  
**Ask the Music Professor**  
SR, Sweden

3rd  
**Misia**  
VRT, Belgium
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**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Investigation of the Year 2019**

The Puppet Master
BBC, United Kingdom
Author, Director and Producer: Neal Razzell

2nd
Documentary On One: The Case of Majella Moynihan
RTÉ, Ireland

3rd
Painkillers
NDR, Germany

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European TV Investigation of the Year 2019**

MISSION INVESTIGATE: Deceptive Diplomacy
SVT, Sweden
Author: Ali Fegan, Director and Producer: Axel Gordh Humlesjö

2nd
ENVOYÉ SPECIAL: Monsanto Papers, Manufacturing Doubt
France Télévisions, France

3rd
GREEN WARRIORS: Paraguay’s Poisoned Fields
Premières Lignes Télévision, France

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Documentary Series of the Year 2019**

Lord of the Ring Pulls
NRK, Norway
Author and Director: Grete Strøm, Producer: Kjetil Saugestad

2nd
A Slow Murder
DR, Denmark

3rd
Where Are They Now? - Ange
ARTE Radio, France
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**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Documentary of the Year 2019**

**A Sense of Quietness**
Falling Tree Productions, United Kingdom
Author and Director: Eleanor McDowall, Producer: Eleanor McDowall, Alan Hall, Rachel Hooper

2nd
**Help! My Friends Are Paedophiles**
SR, Sweden

3rd
**The End/The Beginning**
Polskie Radio S.A., Poland

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Fiction Series of the Year 2019**

**Desire Paths: The First Time**
ARTE Radio, France
Author: Claire Richard, Directors: Sabine Zovighian, Arnaud Forest, Producer: Silvain Gire

2nd
**Life Lines**
BBC, United Kingdom

3rd
**SOL**
RÚV, Iceland

**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Radio Fiction of the Year 2019**

**Children of Purgatory**
Österreichischer Rundfunk - ORF, Austria
Author: Gabriele Kögl, Director: Elisabeth Weilenmann, Producer: Kurt Reissnegger

2nd
**The Last Session**
ARTE Radio, France

3rd
**Pig Boy [1986 - 2358]**
Radio France, France
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PRIX EUROPA  Best European TV Fiction Series of the Year 2019

Invisible Heroes
Kaiho Republic Oy, Finland
Producer: Liisa Penttilä-Asikainen, Director: Mika Kurvinen

2nd
Bauhaus - A New Era
ZDF, Germany

3rd
Twin
Nordisk Film Production, Norway

PRIX EUROPA  Best European TV Movie or Mini-Series of the Year 2019

Care
LA Productions Ltd, United Kingdom
Authors: Jimmy McGovern, Gillian Juckes, Director: David Blair,
Producers: Colin McKeown, Donna Molloy

2nd
Shillings From Heaven
ORF, Austria

3rd
The Days the Flowers Bloom
SVT, Sweden

PRIX EUROPA  Best European Digital Audio Project of the Year 2019

Project 68
Český rozhlas - Czech Radio, Czech Republic
Author, Director and Producer: Ondřej Suchan

2nd
Forest 404
BBC, United Kingdom

3rd
Day X
BR, Germany
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**PRIX EUROPA  Best European Online Media Project of the Year 2019**

*ultra:bit*
Danmarks Radio - DR, Denmark
Directors: Trine Charlotte Hjort Jensen, Producer: Ole Hjortdal

2nd
*Me, Eisner!*
BR, Germany

3rd
*Tataki*
RTS / SRG SSR, Switzerland

**PRIX EUROPA  Online Media Rising Star 2019**

*Stand Up*
Zurich University of the Arts, Switzerland
Authors and Directors: Arzije Asani, Céline Stettler, Producer: Zurich University of Arts

**PRIX EUROPA  Digital Audio Rising Star 2019**

*Helena*
Bauhaus-University Weimar, Germany
Author and Director: Elena Zieser, Producer: Bauhaus-University Weimar

**PRIX EUROPA  European Journalist of the Year 2019**

*Armin Wolf*
ORF, Austria